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Garth Ennis and Steve Dillon's groundbreaking Vertigo series is finally given the Absolute Edition

treatment with ABSOLUTE PREACHER VOL. 1!Merging with a bizarre spiritual force called

Genesis, Texan Preacher Jesse Custer becomes completely disillusioned with the beliefs that he

had dedicated his entire life to. Now possessing the power of "The Word," an ability to make people

do whatever he utters, Custer begins a violent and riotous journey across the country. Joined by his

gun-toting girlfriend Tulip and the hard drinking Irish vampire Cassidy, the Preacher loses faith in

both man and God as he witnesses dark atrocities and improbable calamities during his exploration

of America.Collects issues #1-26 of PREACHER in an oversized Absolute Edition format, complete

with a new slipcase and bonus material!
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â€œJust about the best thing to come along since comics started finding their way into books.â€• â€”

The Washington Post Â  â€œA thrilling cross between a black comedy and a violent road movie...

Natural Born Killers with heart and a sense of humor.â€• â€” Details Â  â€œFeatures more blood and

blasphemy than any mainstream comic in memory.â€• â€” Entertainment Weekly Â  â€œFar and

away the best example of the genre I have ever seen.â€• â€” The Guardian

Irish-born writer Garth Ennis is the acclaimed author of the PREACHER graphic novel series, and

also has written numerous JOHN CONSTANTINE, HELLBLAZER graphic novels, as well as THE



AUTHORITY, THE BOYS, WAR STORIES, PRIDE AND JOY, ALL-STAR SECTION EIGHT and

amongst many other titles.

This is an amazing Absolute edition worthy of the format! It's a bloody perfect work of art! The

Absolute Preacher edition is definetly hands down the best of the several different titles of Absolute

editions that I own. The box art by Glenn Fabry instantly grabs you. Once the seal is broken and the

book is removed your rewarded with an inlayed beautiful faux leather bound book collecting issues

1 - 26. Bonus features include the Gone to Texas letters pages from issues 1 - 26, the pin ups from

issue 50, and the full script from issue 11. Also features a new forward by Seth Rogen and Evan

Goldberg. Don't miss this edition if your a fan of Preacher or looking to join the Congreation!

just recieved this in the mail yesterday and it is by far the best absolute edition of any comic that i

currently own. The slipcase is absolutley beautiful the books spine and face are as well with the gold

design. if you have never read preacher and want to find an out of bounds comic that comes

collected in a beautiful case this is the perfect book for you but let me warmn you it is extremely

graphic and not reccomended for younger readers

An absolutely amazing collection. The otter case itself is cool, but it's the book itself that's really

breathtaking in it's detail. Highly recommended for any fan of Preacher. And for new readers, this is

the way to enjoy it for the first time as well

High quality, nicely done a great amount of effort went into saving this series for posterity.

Brilliant illustrations. Husband absolutely loved this supersized book :)

An incredible book, a must have for collectors. The book is huge, weighs like 25lbs, very heavy for a

book, but that's a good thing. Can't wait for volume 2

Excelent! I am waiting for Vol 2!

speedy delivery, great price!!!
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